PATENT COPYRIGHT
AND INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY ISSUES

Introduction

• In March 2020 millions of learners and educators like
yourselves were affected by the closure of schools
which happened overnight, With no chance to prepare
for changes for teacher and students due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
• However, education has to continue in these changed
times
• Thus everyone has had to move overnight to online
learning and teaching
• Libraries have had to be swift, flexible, and
collaborative on an unprecedented scale and time
frame.

Online
learning
predominant

• Both learners and instructors have to find a
way to adapt to the new forms of online
learning and teaching which has emerged as
the predominant mode because of its
flexibility to allow learning to continue.
• Teaching information is quickly coming to the
forefront and while it is easy to avail such
information through online technologies for
the stakeholders to access, due diligence is
still expected in terms of protecting the
rights of authors and or infringing
copyrights laws

Copyrights
law and
education

• Usage of learning material is governed either by
Copyright law or contract law (Licence)
• Rules for online use of copyright protected material
may be different from Face to Face material usage
• Educators and librarians have to quickly assess the
impact of the new situation (mass switch to online
learning and teaching) according to national copyright
and applicable licences
• We all have to check standard terms and conditions for
any restriction on remote access and online use

Copyright
Issues in
Eswatini

Legal instruments:
• Copyright activities are under the Copyrights and
Neighboring Rights Act 4 of 2018 which repealed the
1912 Act.
• This act derives its mandate from the ratification of

– Berne Convention of 1886

• All countries have to follow on the Berne
convention in terms of protection of literary
and artistic works

The
copyrights
and
neighboring
act 4/2018

• For the kingdom of Eswatini the applicable sections in
teaching and learning are:
• Sections 16
– Fair dealing for purposes of research or private
study
• Section 17
– Educational use of copyright material

Copy right
law

• Copyright laws vary from country to country with the
following exceptions and limitations (also known as user
rights) to provide for economic protection of copyrights
holders.
• These are rights to:
– (i) make copies of the work (reproduction)
– (ii) distribute, sell, or lend them (communication);
– (iii) perform or display the work (public performance);
– (iv) prepare adaptations or derivative works based upon the
original work;
– v) authorize others to exercise any of these rights through
licensing or sale.

Copyright
Issues in
remote
teaching

• FAIR Practice
– Objective assessment of fairness of what is normally
admissible, ultimately up to the courts to decide on
questions of the amounts (Berne convention of 1886

• Fair dealing
– General flexible copyright exception incorporate into UK
and its British colonies and overseas territories.
– Any fair dealing with any work for educational and research
purpose

• Fair use:
• is the right to use copyrighted material without
permission or payment under some circumstances—
especially when the cultural or social benefits of the use
are predominant
• it is a general right that applies even in situations where
the law provides no specific authorization for the use in
question—as it does for certain narrowly defined
classroom activities

Analyzing a
Copyright
issue

In dealing with copyright, the following questions should
be asked:
1. Is the work protected by copyright?
– Is it copyright protected or in Public domain
– If you are the author, did you give up yours rights for
intended use to the publisher

2. Is there a specific exception in copyright law that covers
the use?
– Is my intended use covered by a specific exception to the
exclusive rights in the copyright law (such as the one for
libraries or classroom performances?)

Analyzing a
Copyright
issue

3. Is there a license that covers my use?
– Is there a Creative Commons license attached to the work? If
so, can I comply with the terms of the license, or can I find
another useful work that is CC-licensed?

– If affiliated with an educational institution, is there a license
that governs how the copyrighted material I’m accessing
through my library can be used? If so, can I comply with the
license terms? If you are uncertain, your librarian should be
able to help you

Analyzing a
copy right
issue

4. Is my use covered by fair use?
a. Four factors are:
i.

the purpose and character of the use, including
whether such use is of a commercial nature or is
for nonprofit educational purposes;

ii.

the nature of the copyrighted work;

iii. the amount and substantiality of the portion used
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
iv. the effect of the use upon the potential market for
or value of the copyrighted work

Analyzing a
copy right
issue

4. Is my use covered by fair use?
b. Questions for transformative fair use under factor one
are:
i. Does the copyrighted material help me make my
new point?
ii. Will it help my readers or viewers get my point?
iii. Have I used no more than is needed to make my
point? (Is it “just right”?)
The 10% rule

Analyzing a
copyright
issue

5. Do I need permission from the copyright
owner for my use?
a. If so, first locate the copyright owner and
fully explain your intended use in your
permission request.
b. If no response or answer is no, reconsider
your use of this work to see if you can make a
fair use, or consider using another work.

Copy right
infringements

• There are no copyright police; copyright holders
themselves are responsible for identifying unauthorized
uses, where a user is reproducing, distributing, or using
without permission or payment.
• It’s important to note that some unauthorized uses are
legal and some are considered illegal, or an infringement
of copyright law.
• In the US, the “TeachAct,” includes educational use
provisions for distance learning (Crews, 2002) This law
was designed to support online learning, but has many
limitations
• In Africa, most rely on the National copyright act which
adapt some of these provisions

Copyright
Issues in
remote
teaching

In using videos for online lessons:
• 1. You need a legally-acquired copy of the video. Videos on
YouTube usually are not legally acquired. So, ensure that your
usage is legal
• 2. If your legally-acquired video is a DVD, you need permission
from the copyright owner (probably the producer) to convert the
video to a digital format so that your online students can view it.
– A digital copy of a DVD is a derivative copy of it and, therefore, this
conversion is only permitted by the copyright owner of the DVD
content.

• 3. You may need to purchase public performance rights. Some
DVDs require this for use beyond a home or private
setting. Normally, this excludes showing it to online students.
• You agree to this stipulation automatically when you purchase it.
• Fair Use allows you to show video clips to online students, but I
think it only kicks in after these issues are settled.

Copyright
Issues in
remote
teaching

• Educators may display works and other subject matter
during streamed or recorded online class accessible
only to students of school or university
– Privacy policy applies

• Provide online access for remote teaching generally
requires a few steps/exceptions to be considered;
• 1. Exception to right of reproduction (to make a
digital copy of a printed item)

Copyright
Issues in
remote
teaching

• 2. Exception to the right of communication to the public
(online access)
– Use for educational purposes (to use lawfully published work
by way of illustration in publications, broadcasts or audio or
video recordings intended for educational purposes
– You may argue that transmission via internet is a broadcast
– But you can’t argue that Illustration applies to a book
chapter or a text book

3. Exception to the right of reproduction might be needed for
cache copies (temporary transient copies created as part of
online transmission and stored on servers and the computer
of ends user

Things to
know

Its important for students and educators to learn about legal issues
including copyrights

• If you have an E-book
– Check if it allows you to put on the LMS

• Uploading own copyright book online
• Downloading of E-books online if its online you can download.
• Scanned print book depends on the national copyright law
– Better apply the 10%rule

Things to
know

• Institutional repository for staff’s research upload
– Have an exception for uploading material from a
published research
– Regulated by exception
– Agree with colleagues to making material available
online

• Access to E-text book
– You will have a licence from your publisher. Check for
your standard licence terms
– Check list of publishers on WIPO website that allows
publishing
– Contact the publisher and ask as they may agree

Things to
know

• Modalities to strengthen user rights are there
– For libraries and educators
•

The exclusive rights are international

• Exception to the rights are optional at national level
(depends of the National Acts)
• WIPO works to Raise the level of user exceptions so
that we can have a base for protection on reproduction
for educational purposes

E Resources
licenses

• During the COVID 19 pandemic, the International
Coalition of Library Consortia (ICOLC) asked publishers
to temporarily lift certain usage restrictions,
– like campus-only access;
– limit on the number of simultaneous users and
– restrictions on document delivery or photocopying limits

• Many publishers generously responded by
– Waiving restrictions on concurrent access
– Allowed remote access
– Lifted paywalls to COVID19 content
– Expanded access to set to expire in different times
depending on publisher and territory

Open licenses
• These licences allow users to copy, download, distribute and print without legal, financial or
technical barriers.
• Open licenses allow anyone worldwide to use a copyrighted work without

necessarily having to pay a fee or royalty or ask permission as long as they
adhere to the conditions specified in the licence.
• Only if a person desires to use a work in a way other than that specified in the
licence that permission needs to be sought from the copyright holder.
• Presently, the most common and popular open licence are Creative Commons
licences
– usually refers to free and immediate access to the results of scholarly research funded by the public purse,
it can also be applied to other content such as teaching materials or public records

Creative
commons
licenses

• CC licenses are not an alternative to copyright. They
enable creators to distribute their content to a wide
audience and specify the manner in which the work can
be used while still maintaining their copyright.
• CC aims to make copyright content more ‘active’ by
ensuring that content can be redeveloped easily

Creative
commons
licenses

• All CC licenses have common features:
– Help creators/licensors retain copyright while allowing
others to copy, distribute, and make some uses of their
work — at least non-commercially.
– Ensure licensors get the credit for their work.
– Work around the world and last as long as applicable
copyright lasts (because they are built on copyright).

• These common features serve as the baseline, on top
of which licensors can choose to grant additional
permissions when deciding how they want their work
to be used.

Creative
Commons
conditions

• Condition and Explanation
• Attribution (BY)
– All CC licences require that others who use your work in any
way must attribute it – i.e. must reference the work, giving
you credit for it – the way you request, but not in a way that
suggests you endorse them or their use of the work.

• Non-Commercial (NC)
– You let others copy, distribute, display, perform and modify
(unless you have chosen No Derivatives) and use your work
for any purpose other than commercially.

• No Derivative works (ND)
– You let others copy, distribute, display and perform only
original copies of your work. No modifications allowed.

• Share Alike (SA)
– You let others copy, distribute, display, perform and modify
your work, as long as they distribute any modified work on
the same terms.

CC OER LICENSES

Pay attention to the signs

Open
Educational
Resources

• are resources and materials used to support education
that may be freely accessed, reused, modified and
shared by anyone.
• Are resources that are freely available for use by
educators and learners, without an accompanying
need to pay royalties or licence fees.
• Not synonymous with online learning or e-learning.

World OER Congress
• The use of OER rose from the Paris OER Declaration at World OER Congress
in 2012, which recommended countries to:
– Foster awareness and use of OER.
– Reinforce the development of strategies and policies on OER.
– Promote the understanding and use of open licensing frameworks.
– Support capacity building for the sustainable development of quality learning materials.
– Encourage the development and adaptation of OER in a variety of languages and cultural contexts.
– Encourage the open licensing of educational materials produced with public funds.

• Second Congress held in Slovenia in 2017

Lockdown
lessons on
copyright
AND things
to note

• Heightened awareness on the NB of copyright
exceptions and benefits of flexible fair use
• Accelerated debate among librarian who don’t want to
operate in legal gray zones to support public services
• Reliance on temporary fixes and goodwill of publishers
during covid
• Importance of copyright literacy (knowledge of
copyright and the role of librarians in helping
• Subscribing online should
– ensure that the licence allows for the copy righted
material in the database to be legally used in online
teaching

• Licences can be offered to libraries

Thank you

Questions and
Discussions
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